March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Monday
THE MOON:

in Aquarius all day
(16 deg 8 min)

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What changes can you work on,
dreams can you pursue, or ways can you be independent?

ASPECTS:
Moon sextile Jupiter 11:30AM
What opportunities can you focus on or what can you expand on?

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Tuesday
starts in Aquarius (27 deg 56 min)
THE MOON: turns void-of-course 3:05AM
enters Pisces 3:11AM
What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What changes can you work on,
dreams can you pursue, or ways can you be independent with the Moon in Aquarius? What
can you finish up with the void Moon? What can you use intuition with, infuse with
imagination, left go of, or how can you tap into your subconscious mind or your spiritual self
with the Moon in Pisces?

ASPECTS:
Moon sextile Uranus 3:05AM
How can you do things differently or focus on change?

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Tuesday
Mercury retrograde begins
EXTRA: 1:19PM
29 degrees 38 minutes Pisces
This retrograde occurs entirely in Pisces, and ends March 28th (16 deg 5 min Pisces). It begins
at an especially sensitive point, and we can have high emotional energy, strong instincts,
overactive imaginations, and can be extra vulnerable. We need solid boundaries, plenty of
rest, and to be sweet to one another. This can be an excellent period for bringing something
back that you thought was long gone. What house(s) will the retrograde occur in for you?
What may that impact What aspects does the retrograde make to your chart?

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Wednesday
THE MOON:

in Pisces all day
(9 deg 47 min)

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you use intuition with,
infuse with imagination, left go of, or how can you tap into your subconscious mind or your
spiritual self?

Moon conjuncts (aligns with) Pisces ruler Neptune today (11:47AM) and Sun conjuncts Neptune
today as well (8PM), amplifying the Pisces energy. The Moon conjunction occurs at 16 deg 8 min
Pisces; the Sun conjunction occurs at 16 deg 9 min Pisces.

ASPECTS:
Moon sextile Mars 6:26AM
What can you focus energy and drive on?

Moon sextile Saturn 3:58PM
What goals can you work on or plans can you tweak?

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Wednesday
EXTRA:

New Moon 11:04AM
15 degrees 47 minutes Pisces

What house will the New Moon occur in? What does that house rule, and where can you
focus the energy and enthusiasm? What aspects does the New Moon make for you? How can
you use those aspects?

Aspects to the new moon are:
Conjunction: 13 degrees 47 minutes - 17 degrees 47 minutes Pisces
Sextile: 13 degrees 47 minutes - 17 degrees 47 minutes Taurus or Capricorn
Square: 13 degrees 47 minutes - 17 degrees 47 minutes Gemini Sagittarius
Trine: 13 degrees 47 minutes - 17 degrees 47 minutes Cancer or Scorpio
Opposition: 13 degrees 47 minutes - 17 degrees 47 minutes Virgo

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Wednesday
EXTRA:

Uranus enters Taurus
3:26AM

Slow-moving Uranus enters Taurus today until 2026, starting a new decade of energy. You
can work on grounding changes, focusing on dreams you can stick with for a long time,
changing your values, or changing your approach to finances, stability, or security. What
house(s) will Uranus tour in Taurus in your chart? What areas of life may be impacted? How
can you take control of some of the change energy?

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Thursday
starts in Pisces (21 deg 44 min)
THE MOON: turns void-of-course 2:08PM
enters Aries 3:27PM
What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you use intuition with,
infuse with imagination, left go of, or how can you tap into your subconscious mind or your
spiritual self with the Moon in Pisces? What can you finish with the Moon void? What action
can you take and new projects can you start with the Moon in Aries?

ASPECTS:
Moon square Jupiter 12:37AM - Moon sextile Pluto 12:41AM
How can you manage excess while finding more power?

Moon conjunct Mercury (retrograde) 2:08PM (at 29 deg 20 min Pisces)
What can you revise, revisit, take another chance with, or redo?

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Friday
THE MOON:

in Aries all day
(3 deg 48 min)

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you take action with,
make the most of energy and enthusiasm, and feel driven with?

ASPECTS:
Moon sextile Venus 7:29AM
What can you compromise with, find balance with, or get help with?

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Saturday
THE MOON:

in Aries all day (16 deg 0 min)
turns void-of-course 12:14PM

What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you take action with
and build upon from the last day? What can you finish up while the Moon is void?

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Saturday
ASPECTS:
Sun sextile Saturn 2:10AM
(Sun: 18 degrees 5 minutes Pisces; Saturn: 18 degrees 5 minutes Capricorn)
What can you focus disciplined energy on, or what goals and big plans can you
work on?

Moon square Saturn 3:44AM
How can you find space within limitations?

Moon square Pluto 11:56AM - Moon trine Jupiter 12:14PM
How can you maintain power and control, and still look at the bright side and
expand?

March 4th - 10th 2019 Worksheet
Sunday
starts void in Aries
THE MOON: (28 deg 21 min)
enters Taurus 3:10AM
What house(s) will the transit Moon tour in your chart today? What can you finish up while the
Moon is void? What can you bring grounded, stable, secure energy to while the Moon is in
Taurus?

ASPECTS:
Moon conjunct Uranus 3:30AM (at 0 degrees 10 minutes Taurus)
What changes, dreams, or innovations can you focus on?

Mars sextile Neptune 12:20PM
(Mars: 16 deg 18 min Taurus; Neptune: 16 deg 18 min Pisces)
How can you use intuitive energy, what spiritual subjects can you dive into, or
what can you let go of?

